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The   present Simple )テΒジらャや ネケゅツヨャや(  
 ヱぺ りキゅハ リハ ゲらバΑるボΒボェ                                                          

 

- :dChoose the correct answer from a, b, c and   
1-I usually…………….  television with my brother.  
     a) watch              b) watched        c) watching        d) watches 

 

2- Sara always …………………… her hair in the morning. 

      a) comb        b) combs                c) combing         d) combed 

3- Nasser and Salem …………………. their teeth daily.  
       a) brushing         b) brushes           c) brush              d) brushed 

 

4- My mother always …………………..delicious food. 

        a) cook        b) cooked                c) cooking           d) cooks 

 

5- A falcon usually ……………………. other birds. 
a) hunts           b) hunt                   c) hunted            d) hunting 

リョ ラヲムわΑ I 

We  

They   + ( V1 (ケギダョ  
You   

I  eat fish. 

He 

She    

 It      +  (V1  + s) 

      
He eats fish. 

ヶヘレャや ギレハ (  don’t+ V1  (  ュギガわジル ヶヘレャや ギレハ 
I don’t eat fish. 

(  doesn’t+ V1)      ュギガわジル ヶヘレャや ギレハ  
He doesn’t eat fish. 

メやぽジャや ギレハ What do   (you-they-we) + V1?   

What do you want? 

What does (he-she-it) + V1? 

What does he want? 

 るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや
ヮΒヤハ 

always  ゅヨもやキ    –    sometimes  ゅルゅΒェぺ-     usually  りキゅハ –    never   やギよぺ  

He usually plays football on Friday. 
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ヶャヱΕや りギェヲャや ギハやヲホ 



 

 

The past simple  テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャや   

    ヶッゅヨャゅよ ゐギェ リハ ゲらバΑ ヶヰわルやヱ. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

1- We …………………. uncle Ahmed’s farm last week. 
       a) visit     b) visited                   c) visiting   d) visits 

 

2- People didn’t ……………………………electricity in the past. 

       a) have               b) has                       c) having           d) had 

( るプゅッみよ ヶッゅヨャや るピΒダャ モバヘャや メヲエΑ ユヌわレョ ラゅミ やクまV1 + d ⁄ed ⁄ied ) 
   

   play         played                  He played football. 

ヶルゅんャや ブΑゲダわヤャ メヲエΑ ユヌわレョ ゲΒビ ラゅミ やクま ゅョぺ( V2 )  

   go          went                       He went to school. 

リョ ラヲムわΑ 

   didn’t +     (V1   ケギダョ ) 
He went to school.       He didn’t go to school. 

ヶヘレャや ギレハ 

Wh ()ュゅヰヘわシΙや りやキぺ + did +   モハゅプ + (V1)? 

Where did Ali go?                    Ali went to school.           

 

メやぽジャや ギレハ 

in the past -   yesterday-   last   -  ユΑギホ オΑケゅゎ 

He went to 360 yesterday. 

るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 

モバヘャや ヶレバョ (V1   ケギダョ ) present   ) V2 ヶッゅョ) past 
キゲヘヨヤャ ラヲムΑ is was 
ノヨイヤャ ラヲムΑ are were 

ょワグΑ go went 
ヵゲΑ see saw 
モよゅボΑ meet met 

ヵゲわゼΑ buy bought 
モミほΑ eat ate 
ケヱゴΑ visit visited 
アジレΑ weave wove 
ヵギゎゲΑ wear wore 
マヤわヨΑ have had 
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3-Children ……………………….Al -Hajlah in the past. 

        a) play     b) plays                   c) played  d) playing 

 

4-I ………………………. Nasser in the park last week.. 

        a) meet     b) met                   c) meets   d) meeting 

 

5-Sally ………………………. sushi in the restaurant last Monday. 

        a) eat               b) eats               c) eating        d) ate 

 
 

The Present Perfect ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや 
 

 .ゲッゅエャゅよ やゲヨわジョ ロゲをぺ メやコゅョヱ ヶッゅヨャゅよ ゐギェ ¬ヶセ リハ ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや ゲらバΑ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

have      (I-We-They-You)     ノョ ヶゎほゎ Have 

Has    +  (   V3    ゑャゅを ブΑゲダゎ ) 

リョ ラヲムわΑ 

has           (He-She-It)      ノョ ヶゎほゎ 
 

.Failaka Island seenhaven’t I  

He hasn’t been to London. 

Haven’t  
Hasn’t   + (   V3    ゑャゅを ブΑゲダゎ ) 

ヶヘレャや ギレハ 
 

 
I have just arrived.  just るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 

モバヘャや ヶレバョ  Present (ケギダョ) 
V1 

P.P(ゑャゅを ブΑゲダゎ ) 
V3 

ラヲムΑ be been 
ギイΑ find found 

ょワグΑ go gone 
ヵゲΑ see seen 
ュゅレΑ sleep slept 
モミほΑ eat eaten 
ょわムΑ write written 
グカほΑ take taken 
マヤヨΑ have had 
ょバヤΑ play played 
ケヱゴΑ visit visited 
ユヤバわΑ learn learned 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

1- Have you ever ……………………. a lion?  

a) see                           b) seen              c) sees             d) saw 

2- Jassim has just ……………………………. from London. 
b) arrive                       b) arrives            c) arrived        d) arriving 

3- They have …………………………. a coin.  
c) found                        b) find              c) finds         d) finding 

4-Ali has just ………………………………...his homework.  
d) write                         b) wrote           c) written           d) writes 

5- Adel has ………………………some photos. 

e) take                          b) takes             c) took            d) taken 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

1- My friend was absent because of his ………………………. 
        a) sick           b) sickness             c) sickly               d) a sick 

 

11- Can I ………………………… football, please?  

a) play                  b) plays                  c) played          d) playing 

    )suffix(     るプゅッま ギレハ メゅんョ ギΑギィ ヶレバョ ベゅボわセΙ るヨヤムャや るΑゅヰレャ フゅツΑ フヱゲエャや リョ ノトボョ ヲワ(nessヶャゅわヤャ   ) 

     ブΒバッ weak 
  ブバツャや  weakness 

     ギΒィ good 
        るらΒトャや     goodness 

             ペもΙ fit 
るホゅΒャ     fitness 

     ユヤヌョ dark 
   ュΚヌャや darkness 

 ヂΑゲョ sick 
チゲヨャや  sickness 

     ノョΙ bright 
ラゅバヨャ brightness 

  ユハゅル soft 
 るョヲバレャや softness 

 

ュギガわジル るよグヰョ るボΑゲトよ ヶセ ょヤヅ ギレハ 
        Could you…... please?       Or          Can I ………, please? 

A: Could you help me with my homework? 

B: Yes, of course.    ⁄    I’m sorry. I can’t. 
Can I take the box, please? 

 Yes, of course. 
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Can 

Could      +   (  V1   ケギダョ)          He can swim.    

Must 

                                                  



 

 

 

 
something - anythingリΒよ ベゲヘャや  

 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

15- Aisha wants to buy ……………………… for her sister in her birthday. 

a) anything                b) nothing          c) some              d) something 

2- We don’t have ……………………………. to eat. 

a) anything              b) something        c) nothing        d) everything 

 

3- Is there ……………………………………… in the box?  

a) something              b) anything        c) nothing        d) everything 

4- I’m hungry. I need …………………………...to eat.  

b) something              b) anything        c) nothing        d) everything 

 

フゲヌャやヱ るヘダャや リΒよ ベゲヘャや 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

1- Spacemen walked ………………………… on the moon. 

a) slow                  b) slowly                c) slowest              d) slower 

2-She speaks ………………………...three languages. 

b) amazing            b) amazed               c) amaze               d) amazingly 

something        ゅョ ¬ヶセ anything   ¬ヶセ ヵぺ 

ゎるわらんヨャや モヨイャや ノョ ュギガわジ  
I bought something for mum. 

 ヶヘレャや ノョ ュギガわジゎメやぽジャやヱ  
I don’t buy anything to wear. 

         Do you need anything,Ali? 

adjective           るヘダャや     adverb   フゲヌャや 
ユシΗや ブダゎ るヨヤミ るヘダャや 

                     

Ali is happy. 

  ) ly  るヨヤミ( るプゅッみよ ヶゎほΑヱ モバヘャや ブダゎ  
フゲド ヶャや ゅヰヤΑヲエわャ るヘダャや ヶャや  

He plays happily in the park. 

Ex.quiet             ¬ヵキゅワ -      careful 
  ケグェwonderful            ノもやケ -    
simple            テΒジよ
excited ザヨエわョ          
amazing ズワギョ         special  ゴΒヨョ  

Ex.quietly          ¬ヱギヰよ -carefully  ケグエよ
wonderfully         るバもやケ るボΑゲトよ –simply   るヅゅジらよ
excitingly    -   るボΑゲトよ amzingly      -    るバもやケ るボΑゲトよ 
specially  りゴΒヨョ るボΑゲトよ  

 りギェヲャや ギハやヲホるΒルゅんャや 
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but –and  

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

-Amal likes playing tennis …………………………………. basketball.1 

a) or                   b) and              c) but                      d) so 

2- Fahd eats vegetables ………………………...he doesn’t like fish. 

b) or                   b) and              c) but                      d) so 

 

The Future Simple”going to”   テΒジらャや モらボわジヨャや リョコ 
 ( ュやギガわシゅよ モらボわジヨャや ゲらバΑ  (going to  ヮΒヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや リョ  るΒヤらボわジョ テトカ リハ 

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: - 

1- I’m going to ……………………………………… volleyball tomorrow. 

a) play                   b) plays                    c) played               d) playing 

2- Nada is going to …………………………… to Oman next week. 

a) travels                  b) travel           c) travelled        d) travelling 

3- We are going to ………………………………. Salem tomorrow. 

b) met                b) meets           c) meeting               d) meet 

and           ヱ     but   リムャ 

 ュギガわジゎリΒわヰよゅゼわョ リΒわヤヨィ リΒよ テよゲャ             
Salem eats fish and rice. 

 ヶヘル ゅヰバョ ラヲムΑヱ リΒわツホゅレわョ リΒわヤヨィ テよゲャ ュギガわジゎ   
Sara bought a scarf but she didn’t buy 

a skirt. 

リョ ラヲムわΑ am 

is  

are   + going to  + ( V1 (ケギダョ  
   

I am going to eat fish. 

  am               (I) 

   is                (he-she-it) 

  are              (we-they-you)   
He is going to eat. 

We are going to go out. 

I’m going to run. 
ヶヘレャや ギレハ am 

is  

are   + not (n’t) +  going to  + ( V1)  

 I am not going to play tennis. 

He isn’t going to travel. 

They aren’t going to read. 

I’m not going to eat. 

 れゅヨヤムャや るャやギャや
ヮΒヤハ 

(tomorrow  - next  - in the future) 

He is going to travel tomorrow. 
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Prepositions of place  ラゅムヨャや ヶヤハ るャやギャや ゲイャや フヱゲェ 
 

るヨヤムャや in front of behind between next to inside outside 

ゅワゅレバョ ュゅョΕや ヶプ ブヤガャや ヶプ ブダわレヨャゅよ ケやヲイよ モカやキ ァケゅカ 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:- 

1- Ali sits …………………………… to Mohamed. 

c) outside                b) behind           c) next             d) between 

2- The bank is …………………..the bakery and the hospital. 

d) inside               b) behind           c) next             d) between 

3- My house is …………………………… of the park. 

e) behind                b) in front         c) next             d) between 
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Good Luck 

English Department 


